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In the classical bin packing problem one is given a list of items and asked to pack them into 
the fewest possible unit-sized bins. Given two lists, L, and L,, where L, is derived from L, by 
deleting some elements of L, and/or reducing the size of some elements of L,, one might hope 
that an approximation algorithm would use no more bins to pack L, than it uses to pack L,. 
Johnson and Graham have given examples howing that First-Fit and First-Fit Decreasing can ac- 
tually use more bins to pack LZ than Lt. Graham has also studied this type of behavior among 
multiprocessor scheduling algorithms. In the present paper we extend this study of anomalous 
behavior to a broad class of approximation algorithms for bin packing. To do this we introduce 
a technique which allows one to characterize the monotonic/anomalous behavior of any 
algorithm in a large, natural class. We then derive upper and lower bounds on the anomalous 
behavior of the algorithms which are anomalous and provide conditions under which a normally 
nonmonotonic algorithm becomes monotonic. 
1. Introduction 
It has become common when working with approximaion algorithms for com- 
binatorial optimization problems to analyze the performance ratio of the algorithm 
under study. Let A(I) denote the performance of a given algorithm for an instance 
lof a particular combinatorial optimization problem and let OPT(I) denote the per- 
formance of an optimal algorithm for the same instance. The ratio of A(I) to 
OPT(I), considered over all instances 1, provides us with an indicator of the quality 
of the given algorithm. 
It has been shown that certain algorithms, although aving comparatively good 
performance ratios, possess the undesirable property of sometimes performing 
“worse” when their inputs and/or constraints are made “better”. A good example 
is the well-known bin packing problem which arises in a wide variety of applications 
and which has been the subject of much study (see [1] for an updated survey). In 
this problem, we are presented with a list P; of items and asked to pack them into 
the minimum number of unit-capacity bins. e form a new list &’ by deleting some 
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elements of L and/or reducing the size of some elements of L. If an algorithm never 
uses more bins to pack L’ than it tises to pack L we say that algorithm is monotonic, 
otherwise we say the algorithm is nonmonotonic. It could be important o know that 
an algorithm has t.Le anomalous characteristic of possibly performing worse when 
seemingly favorable changes are made to its inputs. 
In [3] it was shown that certain multiprocessor scheduling algorithms may behave 
in such an anomalous manner. There it is shown that changing the task list in an 
apparently favorable fashion, e.g., decreasing the time required for each task or in- 
creasing the number of processors, can increase the time it takes for the task list to 
be completed. Following that, Graham [4] and Johnson [6] showed that the bin 
packing heuristics First-Fit and First-Fit Decreasing are also nonmonotonic. In [3] 
upper and lower bounds on anomalous behavior were given, whereas in [4] and [6] 
only examples of anomalies were provided. 
Anomalous behavior has also been studied in the area of dynamic memory 
management. Franklin et al. [2] examines the paging algorithms Page Fault Fre- 
quency and Working Set. Examples are provided which show that when using these 
algorithms, increasing the amount of memory available can cause an increase in 
page faults. Franklin et al. [2] provides only empirical results of a case study with 
no analysis of the phenomenon attempted. 
In the present paper we extend the study of anomalous behavior in bin packing 
algorithms. To study anomalies in bin packing we introduce a technique which 
allows one to completely characterize the monotonic/anomalous behavior of any 
algorithm in a large, natural class. Using this technique we show that Next-Fit and 
Next-Fit-2 are monotonic. We show that for kr 3, Next-Fit-k is nonmonotonic. We 
show that Best-Fit, Best-Fit Decreasing, Worst-Fit and Worst-Fit Decreasing are 
also nonmonotonic. We determine the minimum number of bins required for non- 
monotonic behavior to occur. We examine a variation of Next-Fit-2, i.e., instead 
of using a First-Fit strategy when packing the last two allocated bins, as Next-Fit-2 
does, we try the Best-Fit strategy. We do this to see if the restriction of examining 
only the last two allocated bins is sufficient for ensuring monotonic behavior. We 
prove that it is not. We do the same analysis with a Worst-Fit strategy and. again 
find that this modified Next-Fit-2 is not monotonic. Therefore it is the restriction 
of only packing into the last two allocated bins in conjunction with the First-Fit 
strategy which causes Next-Fit-2 to be monotonic. 
Having found some aigorithms to be nonmonotonic we provide some bounds on 
this type of behavior. (Graham [3] analyzes bounds for nonmonotonic 
multiprocessor scheduling algorithms.) For any reasonable algorithm we provide 
upper bounds on nonmonotonic behavior. (A reasonable algorithm is one which 
never packs an item. into an empty bin if it can fit into an already allocated bin.) 
For some particular easonable algorithms, First-Fit, Best-Fit, Best-Fit Decreasing, 
Worst-Fit, and Worst-Fit Decreasing, we show this bound is tight to within constant 
factors. 
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2. Definitions 
In this section we define the notation that we will be using. The bin packing pro- 
blem we consider can be stated as follows: given a list X of items with sizes in (0, 11, 
place the items into a minimum number of bins so that in no bin does the sum of 
the item sizes exceed 1. In the following definitions X and Y are lists of items. 
(1) Xi, yi are the ith items of X and Y, respectively. 
(2) S(Xi) is the size of Xi . We assume S&i) E (0, I]. 
(3) Let Y= { yi,yz, . . . . u,}, X= (~1, ~2, . . . . xm} with s(x,-)>O and s(yi)>O. The 
set Y dominates the set X if n 2 m and s(yi)Zs(xi), 1 s is rn. We will often denote 
this as YdomX. 
(4) iQi is the ith bin allocated by the packing algorithm in packing X. 
Allocated bins are thought of as appearing left to right in order of allocation. This 
may be abbreviated as Bi where the set being packed is clear from context. 
(5) xi+j means item Xi is packed into Bx,j. 
(6) Time t of a packing is that time in the packing when items yr_ 1 and x,_ 1 
have been packed but yI and xt have not. Time 1 is prior to any items being packed 
and time n + 1 is after all items have been packed. 
(7) The space remaining in Bx, i at time t is: 
cl- c s(xk)- 
k:xk+i and kc t 
The superscript will be omitted if the time of the packing is clear from context. 
(8) ALG(X) is the number of bins used by bin packing algorithm ALG to pack 
the set X. 
(9) An X-bin is any bin in the set of bins used by an algorithm when packing 
the list of items X. 
(10) A packing algorithm is reasonable if it never packs an item into an empty 
bin if the item can fit into a non-empty bin. 
(11) For our purposes, a packing algorithm is offline if it is allowed to permute 
the items to be packed before it begins to pack them. A packing algorithm is online 
if it is not offline. 
All definitions pertaining to X and Xi also apply to Y and yi. In the following 
descriptions we will use the slightly abusive notation rf because there is only one set 
of items being considered. For the sake of completeness, we describe the bin packing 
heuristics that we will be examining. These are popular well-known heuristics. 
The First-Fit algorithm may be described as follows. Pack x1 into B1. Let B1, 
4, l m*, Bm be the allocated bins available for packing piece 2,. Pack Xi into the least 
j such that rjZS(Xi). If no such j exists, allot ate &, + 1 and pack Xi into it. 
Best-Fit packs piece Xi in the following wa r i%d that j such that pi’ WJG J 881 
for all bins k with riZS(Xi) we have $w$. f j is not unique choose the least j. 
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Pack xi into Bj. If no such j exists allocate a new bin and pack xi into it. 
Worst-Fit packs Xi as follows. Find that j for which rjZs(Xi) and for all bins k 
with rLZS(Xi) we have r-,&k If j is not unique choose the least j. Pack Xi into Bj. 
If no such j exists allocate a new bin and pack Xi into it. 
Best-Fit Decreasing (BFD), First-Fit Decreasing (FFD), and Worst-Fit Decreasing 
(WFD) use the same rules as Best-Fit (BF), First-Fit (FF), and Worst-Fit (WF), 
respectively, with the additional step of first placing their input into non-increasing 
order. 
Next-Fit can be described in the following way: iet X be a list of items to be pack- 
ed. Pack x1 into a new bin. If Xi+] can fit into the same bin as Xi pack it there, 
otherwise pack Xi+l into a new bin. 
We note that Next-Fit is not a reasonable algorithm whereas the remainder of the 
above-described algorithms are. 
3. A function and its implications 
3. I. Dynamic dominance mapping 
We exhibit a function which will aid us in examining the monotonicity of several 
of the algorithms examined. 
Let RAL be a reasonable bin packing algorithm and let X = {x1, x2, . . . ,x,}, Y = 
{Y,,Y?, l a-9 u,} with Ydom X. In order to compare RAL’s packing of X and Y we 
do the following. At each time t in a packing we imagine RAL packing yI into the 
Y-bins and x, into the X-bins with s( y,) ZS(X~) because Ydom X. We then examine 
the packing and try to determine a correspondence b tween the unused space of the 
X- and Y-bins. We will attempt o define a mapping from the unused space of the 
Y-bins to the unused space of the X-bins. This mapping is dynamic in that it may 
change at each time t of a packing. We refer to the maintenance of this cor- 
respondence as dynamic dominance mapping and give the following formal 
definition. 
IBefinition 3.1. Let n be the number of items in Y, T= { 1,2, . . . , n}, and 
S={1,2,..., RAL( Y)}. Define G, a subset of the set of all functions on S x T+S 
as follows. A function g belongs to G if 
(i) g:Sx T-S, 
(ii) for all j, for all t, Ci.g(i r)=j t+iSri,j, 
(iii) g(i, l)=i for all iE§.’ ’ 
We will say RAL supports G in monotonicity, or simply RAE supports G, if at 
all times t in the packing of X and Y by RAL, a function g belonging to G can be 
exhibited. 
Instead of referring to tke class G we will often speak of tlzefunctim gm This f’unc- 
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tion g is the element of G being exhibited for a particular algorithm RAL and par- 
ticular item sets X and Y. If conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) are true at time t for some 
g we will say g is mainMvred at time t. Therefore, if g is maintained at all times t 
of a RAE packing, RAL supports G. As a notational convenience, we will often 
write g as a function of only S when the time t is clear from context. Therefore, if 
at time t we speak of g(i), we mean formally g(i, t). Similarly if we write g : S-S, 
when discussing the packing of two sets X and Y with Y dom X, we mean formally 
g:SxZ+S, where Z=(I,2 ,..., 1 Y I}. Also, if we say that we leave g unchanged 
when going from time t to time t + 1 we mean let g(i, t + 1) =g(i, t), for all ap- 
propriate i. 
3.2. The consequences of dynamic dominance mapping 
In this section we show that for a large class of bin packing algorithms the func- 
tion g provides a useful tool in determining their monotonicity. We show that an 
algorithm A supports G if and only if A is monotonic. 
Lemma 3.2. Let X and Y be two sets of items witk Y dominating X which arepacked 
by the reasonable algorithm RAL. If RAL supports G then RAL(X) 5 RAL( Y). 
Proof. Because RAL supports G we kno*w that for all times t of the packings if yI 
is packed into &, i then rir, g(i)&, i TS( yr). Because Y dominates X we further 
know s( yI) 1: s(x,) which implies r$, g(ij zs(.Q. Therefore, since RAL is reasonable 
and g(i, t)s RAL( Y), x, will be packed into a bin numbered no higher than 
RAL(Y). 0 
Lemma 3.3. Let RAL be any reasonable online bin packing algorithm. If RAL is 
monotonic then RAL supports G. 
Proof. Let X and Y, with Y dom X, be sets of items. For an arbitrary time t of the 
packing, let N be the number of bins allocated by RAL up to that time in packing 
Y. Since by assumption RAL is monotonic it uszs no more than N bins in packing 
X up to that same time. To show that RAL supports G we must show that for all 
times t of the packing g can be exhibited so: 
(i) g:NdN, 
(ii) En r:g(i)=jrY,r- t -c&j, l=jsN. 
Construct he sequence rk, 1, rk, 2, . . . , ri, ,,, of remaining space in the Y-bins and 
order this sequence into non-increasing order. Form the set of items 
c= {Or, 02, . . . , tq,,) having the property that s(ai) equals the ith element of the 
previously constructed ordered sequence. Also, keep a list Q = (41, q2, . l l , qN}, 
where qi is the bin number of the bin from which item Gi was constructed. ( 
is used later when considering items of Z of size zero.) Now form the item lists Y&, 
Xi as follows: 
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We make the following observations. 
Observation 1. Due to the definition of .Z we know RAL will pack C into the existing 
N bins of Y. 
Observation 2. Since we are assuming RAL is monotonic RAL must also pack C 
into the existing X-bins. 
Define g at time t as follows: 
For k=l to Ndo 
If s(q) = 0 then let g(q(k)) = 1; 
else 
begin 
let R,4L pack ok E Yh assume ok* B, i ; 
let RAL pack ok E Xi; assume ok+ Bx,j; 
g(i): = j; 
end; 
Due to Observation 1we know each nonzero sized ai will be packed into a Y-bin 
of index in [ 1, N]. The way C was defined ensures that only nonzero sized item of 
C will be packed into any Y-bin. Observation 2 tells us each nonzero sized cri will 
be packed into an X-bin of index in [1, N]. These facts imply: (i) g : N+N. Now, 
since nonzero-sized items must be packed into non-overlapping regions we know (ii) 
c i:g(i)=jrt;iSr$,j for 15 j= N. We map all empty Y-bins to Bx, l, which does not 
violate (i) or (ii). Thus we have maintained g at time t. Since t was an arbitrary time 
of the packing this completes the proof. El 
These two lemmas give us the following: 
Theorem 3.4. Let RAL be any reasonable online packing algorithm and let X and 
Y, with Y dom X, be two sets of items packed by RAL. RAL is monotonic if and 
only if RAL supports G. 
If RAL, X and Y are as in Theorem 3.4 this theorem tells us that if RAL does 
net support G then RAL is nonmonotonic. If one wishes to show an online bin 
packing algorithm is nonmonotonic it is sufficient o provide an example where 
there is at least one time t in the packing where a g cannot be maintained. In [7] 
we provide a heuristic for creating such examples. For any reasonable algorithm, 
online or offline, Lemma 3.2 tells us it is sufficient o show the aigorithm supports 
G if one wishes to show it is monotonic. 
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4. The monotonicity of some algorithms 
4. I. Next-Fit 
After describing the usefulness of the function g we immediately give a proof of 
monotonicity which does not use g. We could use a function g argument for this 
proof but it would be more complicated than is necessary. 
Theorem 4.1. Let X and Y be two sets of items such that Y dominates X. Then 
NF(X) s NF( Y). 
Proof. We start by proving the following: 
Claim. For all t9 if NF packs item yI into B, m then NF will pack item x, into Bx 9 m’ 
with rn’sm. 
Proof of Claim. 
Basis: i = 1. When x1 and yr are packed they are each placed into new bins so the 
claim is clearly true. 
Inductive step. Assuming the claim is true for all items {x1, x2, . . . ,x, _ ]}, 
IYbY29 .**9 yI _ 1} it is also true for y, and x,. 
Case 1: yr_ 1 E B,j, x, _ 1 E Bx, k with k< j. Here even if x, --) Bx, k + 1 we still have 
k + 15 j so the claim is true. 
Case 2: yI_ l E B,j, x,_ l E Bx,j l Let the items in Bx,j be, in order from bottom 
to top, &t-k, +-&- 1, l e* ,x,- 1 ). How many items can be in BY j? 
(a) By j contains k or more items. By our assumption that ‘Y dominates X and 
the way that NF works we know 
c S(Y)2 z1 w. 
YEBY,j XEBX.j 
Because s(Y,) ZS(XJ, if Y, is packed into B,j then x”r can fit into Bx,j. 
(b) BY j contains fewer than k items. This tells us that at time t - k item yr_k was 
packed into By,,., j’ <j, but item x,-k was packed into Bx,j; this is a contradiction 
of the inductive hypothesis. Therefore, B,,j cannot contain fewer than k items and 
the claim is proved. 
The theorem follows immediately. q 
4.2. Next-Fit-k 
We have shown that NF is monotonic. ne can generalize NF to NF-k where the 
algorithm is allowed to pack an item irrto any of the last k al10 
the bins in increasing order of allocation. NE chcn becomes N
of NF-k is the algorithm FF which was shown to be nonm onotonic, suggesting that 
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there exists a critical k such that NF-R is monotonic and NF-(k + 1) is not. We deter- 
mine that critical k. 
Theorem 4.2. NF-2 is monotonic. 
Proof. We start by proving the following. 
Claim. NF-2 supports G. 
Proof of Claim. To show this we show that we can maintain the function g on the 
last 2 allocated bins in a NF-2 packing. Since these are the only bins whose con- 
figurations can influence whether or not an item causes a new bin to be allocated, 
this restricted g mapping is sufficient for proving the result. We assume at least wo 
bins are necessary to pack Y and initially define g(1, I) = 1, g(2, 1) = 2. (If the Y- 
items can be packed into only one bin by NF-2 then clearly so can the X-items and 
the proof is complete.) 
Basis. Pieces y1 and x1 are packed. Since y1 +B, 1 and x1 * Bx, 1 we leave g 
defined as is. 
Induction step. Assume g is maintained on bins k - I and k after items y*_ 1 and 
xr_ 1 have been packed. We show that g continues to be maintained after yI and xt 
have been packed. For our analysis we allocate a new empty bin for X each time 
a new bin is allocated by NF-2 for Y and maintain g between the last two allocated 
bins of X and Y even though the last two artificially allocated bins of X may not 
be used by NF-2 in packing X. If NF-2 packs an X-item into an X-bin of index less 
than k- 1 we can ignore it in our analysis because g can be maintained by being left 
alone. As a notational convenience we set i = k - 1 and j = k. Under the initial con- 
figuration for g at time t we have the following four possible cases: 
(1) Yt+BY,i* 
69 Yr+BY,j* &*BX,g(j)* 
(3) yt+ B,j, xt*Bx, g(i) and ry, i< rY,j 9 
0 yl+B,j, xr+Bx,g(i) and rY,izrY,j* 
The analysis of these cases will show that they may give rise to only one new g 
configuration. Under this new g configuration we have two possible occurrences: 
recalling i=k- 1, j=k. 
Finally, under either g configuration we have the case of NF-2 allocating a new 
bin for y,: 
We now describe the maintenance of g in each of the 7 cases. 
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Case 1: yI *BY, i. We know 
Together this implies rx, g(i) ZS(X~), SO NF-2 will pack X, into Bx, g(i). EIeczuse 
HYll 1 Nxt) we know ‘Y, i -dYtl s rX, g(i) -s(x~), so no modification of g is 
necessary. 
Case 2: yt*B,j, xl+Bx,g,j,* This case is very similar to Case 1. 
Case 3: yt+B,j, xt+Bx,g(i) and ry,iCry,j- By their definition we have the 
following relations: 
&+i’ = rb, i , 
&+j' =?+, j- S(Yth 
rFgl(i, f j = 4, g(i, t) - s(q), 
dll( j, I) = Gv g( j. t) l 
Due to the Next-Fit heuristic we know: 
The inductive hypothesis ays: 
ri,g(j)2rk, j- 
From equation (4.6): 
(4.6) 
r:.g(j)-S(Yt)rs~,j-s(Yt)* 
Equations (4.2), (4.4), and (4.7) imply: 
rFi(j, t)-S(Yt12r:;til* 
Equations (4.5) and (4.8) imply: 
rKLV 0 Z?++j'+rk,i. 
Equations (4.1) and (4.9) say: 





Now (4.10) says we may maintain g by setting g(i, t + l)+-g(j, t) and leaving 
g(j, t-b 1) as g(j, t). 
Case 4: Jjr * By, j, xi - * Bx9 g(i) and r,‘, iZ ry,j . The NF-2 rule would not allow 
to be passed over to pack yt -B By, j, therefore this case is not possible. 
Cases 5 and 6 consider the g configcration create 
learly, since neit 
ing we need not modify g in order to 
Or rx, g(j) iS affecte 
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Case 6: Xr+ Bx,j l Here we see that xI is always packed into the X-bin that func- 
tionally corresponds tothe Y-bin that y, was packed in. For reasons imilar to Case 
1 no modification is necessary. 
Case7:y,+By,k+l. We know at that time g(k, t) = k and either g(k - 1, t) = k - 1 
or g(k - 1, t) = k which means we do not need the remaining space of Bx, k_ 1 to 
maintain g when bins k and k+ 1 are the last two bins allocated. That is important 
because when bins k and k+ 1 are the last two bins allocated the space remaining 
in Bx, k_ 1 is unavailable for the maintenance of g. To maintr,in g we do the follow- 
ing: if x, -@3X,k+l set g(k+ 1, t+ l)+k+ 1; if xI+Bx,k we set g(k+ 1, t+ l)tk+ 1 
and g(k, t + 1) to k+ 1. This works for reasons imilar to those described in Case 
3. Since this does not introduce any new g configurations the proof of the claim is 
complete. 
The theorem is derived immediately from Lemma 3.2. 0 
To show that NF-A for k> 2 is nonmonotonic we start with the example on [6, 
p. 671. This example shows the First-Fit heuristic an use three bins to pack a set 
of items Y and four bins to pack a set X even though Y dominates X. Because NF-3 
only allows packing an item into the last three allocated bins of a packing using a 
First-Fit strategy the example shows the nonmonotonicity of NF-3. We can extend 
that example to lists of arbitrary length and arbitrary k> 3 by prefixing any number 
of items of size equal to the bin size to the items of the original example. 
4.3. The Robustness of NF-2 
We have previously shown NF-2 is monotonic. The packing heuristic used in W-2 
is the First-Fit strategy restricted to the last two allocated bins. This suggests that 
we might cause monotonic: behavior by restricting apacking heuristic to only using 
the last two allocated bins when packing an item. Is this restriction sufficient or does 
the First-Fit strategy play an important role in causing NF-2 to be monotonic? We 
show it is not. 
Let X and Y9 with Y dom X, be two sets of items. At time 8, assume NF-2 has 
used j bins to pack the Y-items ( y 1, . . . ,y, _ 1 > . There are four possible configura- 
tions for our function g which we denote (A), (B), (C), and (D). These configura- 
tions are: 
(A) g(j- I)=j- 1, s(j)=j; 
(IO g(j- I)=j, g(j)=j- 1; 
(C) g(j- I) =j, s(j) =j; 
(D) g(j- l)=j- 1, g(j)=j- 1. 
Assume that item yI does not fit into either P,,__ I or BYgj. NF-2 allocates a new 
bin, BY j+ I 9 and for the purpose of maintaining we allocate Bxl j+ 1 . From the 
viewpoint of maintaining , we no longer need to consider B,j_ I. owever, we 
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also lose the space remaining in Bx,j_ 1 for use in the maintenance of g. This simple 
observation provides the fundamental insight. 
We see that in configurations (A) and (C) we do not have an immediate problem 
when BY,j+l is allocated. In configuration (A) we remove Bx,j_ 1 from considera- 
tion at the same time we remove By,j_ 1. Since g( j - 1, f) = j - 1 and g is one-to- 
one, we are removing a bin used in the maintenance of g only when we are also 
removing the only bin for which it is needed, with regards to the maintenance of
g. In configuration (C) we are removing a bin which is not needed to maintain g. 
Analyiing configurations (B) and (D) we find a different situation. When B,j, 
B Y,j+l and BX,j9 BX,j+I become the last two allocated bins of the Y and X pack- 
ings, respectively, we lose the space used to maintain g on B,j while not losing the 
need to maintain g on B,j. in examining the proof of the monotonicity of NF-2 
we see that configurations (B) and (D) cannot arise. The packing of the following 
lists show that NF-2 becomes anomalous if the First-Fit strategy is replaced by either 
Best-Fit or Worst-Fit. In both cases, Y is packed into three bins and X is packed 
into four bins. 
Best-Fit: Y= {0.65,0.8,0.25, l,O.l}, X=(0.65,0.8,0.2, l,O.l}, 
Worst-Fit: Y= {0.65,0.8,0.35, 1,0.06}, X=(0.65,0.6,0.35, 1,0.06}. 
We summarize the foregoing with the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. If the First-Fit heuristic used in NF-2 is replaced by either Best-Fit or 
Worst-Fit then the resultant modified NF-2 algorithm is nonmonotonic. 
5. Nonmonotonic behavior 
5.1. Minimality requirements for nonmonotonicity 
In [7] we examine the heuristics Best-Fit, Best-Fit Decreasing, First-Fit, First-Fit 
Decreasing, Worst-Fit, and Worst-Fit Decreasing todetermine what is the minimum 
number of bins that must be used in a packing if the heuristic is to be non- 
monotonic. It had already been shown that First-Fit is nonmonotonic [S] but we still 
wished to examine it with regards to this minimality question. Here we give some 
minimality results derived in [7]. (Fact 5.3 for FF and FFD was shown in [S] and 
[6] respectively.) 
Let RAL be any reasonable bin packing algorithm and let X and Y be two item 
lists with Y dominating X, 
Fact 5.1. If RAL(Y)= f then RAE(X)= 1. 
act 5.2. Let ALG be either FF, F 
wo item lists with Y dominating X. 
and let X lrnd Y be 
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Fact 5.3. Let ALG be eithw FF, FFD, BF, BFD, WF or WFD. There exists ite.m 
lists X and Y with Y dominating X such that ALG( Y) = 3 and ALG(X) ~4. 
These facts establish the boundary condition for the nonmonotonic behavior of 
these heuristics, 
When proving NF-2 monotonic we were able to maintain g as a well-defined func- 
tion satisfying the requirements necessary to support hat algorithm in monotonici- 
ty. In [7] we describe a method, based on the function g, which can be used to 
construct examples of nonmonotonic behavior in algorithms that do not support g. 
Following that heuristic we exhibit the following lists which cause nonmonotonic 
behavior in BFD and BF. 
Y== (0.7,O.68,0.5399,0.32OI, 0.15,0.14,0.08(x5), 0.07}, 
X= (O.i, 0.68,0~539!9,0.32,0.15,0.14,0.08(x 5), 0.07). 
The notation 0.08(x 5) means 5 items of size 0.08. Here we see BFD uses 3 bins to 
pack Y and 4 bins to pack X even though Y dominates X. BF would produce the 
same packing. 
For Worst-Fit Decreasing and Worst-Fit we exhibit the following lists: 
Y= {0.6,0.55,0.451,0.35,0.25,0.2,0.2,0.2,0.199}, 
X= (0.58, OJS, 0.4,0.35,0.25,0.2,0.2,0.2,0.199}. 
WFD and WF uses three bins to pack Y while using four bins to pack X. 
6. Upper Bounds for FFD, BFD and any reasonable algorithm 
In this s~~&n we list some upper bounds on the nonmonotonicity of some par- 
ticular algorithms and an upper bound on a large class of algorithms. 
Fact 6.1. If Y dominates X then FFD(X) s yFFD( Y) + 4. 
act 6.2. If Y dominates X then BFD(X) s yBFD( Y) + 4. 
If Y dominates X and RA L is any reasonable algorithm then 
. Let k = RAL( Y) and k’= RAL(X) with k’> k. Define XADD as the set of X 
items that are packed ints Bx, k+ 1, Bx, k + 2, . . . , Bx, k’; 
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We have the obvious bound of 
L(X)=RAL(Y)+ ]XADDI. (6.1) 
Claim. lXADD 1 s RAL( Y). 
Proof of Claim. Assume not. Because ach Xi E XAnn has S(Xi) > r,, , we know: 
Z S(x,-)> C rrniixe 62) 
xi E XADD Xi E XADD 
By assumption: lXADDl > k which gives us 
c ma> i r,,rREM(X). r 
xi E XADD i=l 
Together, (6.2) and (6.3) imply: 
c s(Xi)> REM(X). 
xi E XADD 
Now observe: 
C S(Xi) =k- REM(X)+ C S(Xi) 
X,EX xie XADD 




xxZ(Xi)>k-REM(X)+REM(X)=kZ C S(uj) 
I YJE y 
or 
C SC%)> C S(Yj)* 
XiEX Yie Y 
This contradicts the fact that Y dominates X and completes the proof of the claim. 
Substituting into (6.1) gives us the theorem. 0 
In [7] we provide various other bounds on special cases and also show that for 
certain classes of input all reasonable algorithms are monotonic. 
7. Lower bounds for an 
We now derive asymptotically tight bounds, within a constant factor, for the non- 
monotonicity of BF, FF, WF, BFD and WFD. In this section XF denotes either 
Best-Fit, First-Fit or Worst-Fit and AL denotes either 
As an easy corollary to Theorem 6.3 we have: 
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Corollary 7.1. If Y dam X then XF(X) s 2 XF(Y). 
The author’s first reaction to this bound was that it was too pessimistic. We 
thought hat XF would use at most a constant number of bins more to pack X than 
it did to pack Y. We can show however that, within a constant, his bound is asymp- 
totically tight. I.e., we can show there exist arbitrarily long lists Y and X with 
Ydom X such that 
XF(X) = XF( Y) + Q(XF( Y)). 
The constants of the 52 notation for BF, FF and WF are A, & and 6, respectively. 
The arguments for BF, FF and WF are very similar and we give only that for 
Best-Fit. 
Lemma 7.2. There exist arbitrarily long lists X and Y satisfying Y dom X such that 
BF(X) 1 BF( Y) + &(BF( Y)). 
Proof. To prove this lemma we use the example which was used to prove BFD non- 
monotonic. If we analyze that example we see that the first eleven items of X and 
the first eleven items of Y create the bin configurations that cause the anomaly to 
occur. The twelfth item of X is packed into a newly allocated fourth bin while the 
twelfth item of Y to be packed into one of three already allocated bins. If we repeat 
the first eleven items of X and Y and then follow those 22 items with two items of 
size 0.07 we cause the following packing. Y is packed into exactly six bins while X 
is packed into seven bins. The two last X-items of size 0.67 are packed into the 
seventh bin by themselves. If we have fourteen copies of the first eleven items BF 
will use one more bin to pack X than it uses to pack Y and that extra bin will not 
contain enough room for any more items of size 0.07. Every fourteen copies of the 
first eleven items will cause BF to use an additional extra bin to pack X. Since each 
copy of these eleven items uses three bins we have, for these sets of item sizes: 
gF(X)=BF(Y)+ r&BF(Y)21. 
This equation proves the lemma. Cl 
To prove similar results for the other algorithms we need to juggle their original 
item lists somewhat, however, the main idea is the same. These results can be sum- 
marized as follows: 
Theorem 7.3. There exist arbitrarily long lists satisfying Y dom X such that 
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WF(X)rWF(Y)+hWF(Y). (7.4) 
WFD(X)z WFD(Y)+$WFD(Y). (7-S) 
Theorem 7.3 and Corollary 7.1 provide the following asymptotic 
characterization. 
Theorem 7.4. There exist arbitrarily long lists satisfying Y dam X such that 
BAL(X) = BAL( Y) + O(BAL( Y)). 
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